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Abstract

In order to survive extreme environmental conditions, microorganisms accumulate

molar concentrations of compatible solutes which, among other effects prevent proteins

from denaturation. A prominent example for a compatible solute is ectoine. Direct

structural or spectroscopic information on the mechanism of the protein structure pro-

tection effect and the hydration shell around ectoine is scarce. In this work, surface
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plasmon resonance (SPR), confocal Raman spectroscopy and molecular dynamics sim-

ulations were applied to study the local hydration shell of the zwitterionic osmolyte

ectoine and its influence on the binding of a gene-5-protein (G5P) to a single-stranded

DNA (dT25). Due to the very high hygroscopicity of ectoine, it was possible to anal-

yse its highly stable hydration shell by confocal Raman spectroscopy. Corresponding

molecular dynamics simulation results revealed a significant change of the water di-

electric constant in presence of a high molar ectoine concentration as compared to

pure water. The SPR data showed that ectoine also has a derogatory influence on the

amount of bound protein to DNA and on the protein-DNA dissociation rate constant

in a concentration-dependent manner. Concomitantly, the Raman spectra in terms

of the amide I region revealed large changes in the protein secondary structure. Our

results indicate that ectoine strongly affects the molecular recognition between the pro-

tein and the oligonucleotide, which has important consequences for osmotic regulation

mechanisms.

Introduction

Compatible solutes, also called osmolytes or co-solutes, such as ectoine among others, are

synthesized by extremophilic microorganisms in order to maintain an osmotic equilibrium

with the surrounding medium under conditions of extreme environmental salinity or ther-

mal and pressure stresses1,2. Most compatible solutes are built of amino acids, polyols,

sugars and heteroside derivatives3–7. Interestingly, compatible solutes do not disturb the

cell’s metabolism, even at high cytoplasmic concentrations. Many of these molecules sta-

bilize macromolecules and cells, and have applications in biotechnology, agriculture, and

medicine8,9.

One of the beneficial mechanisms of compatible solutes is the stabilization of proteins which

has attracted a lot of scientific attention6,10–13. Nevertheless, structural insight into this

beneficial effect is still missing and the underlying mechanism is under debate. Most of the
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suggested mechanisms propose an indirect interaction whereby a compatible solute does not

directly interact with the solute. An important theory related to this assumption is given by

the preferential exclusion model, which states that the co-solute is repelled into the bulk, in

turn excess water molecules accumulate at the surface of the macromolecules, resulting in a

preferential hydration of the protein11. Therefore, the unfolding of the protein becomes less

favorable and the native form is conserved1,11.

Indeed, in addition to protein structure protectants like ectoine, hydroxyectoine or TMAO

(trimethylamine N-oxide), which are also water structure stabilizers (kosmotropes), some

small molecules like urea or guanidinium are known as protein structure denaturants which

weaken the water structure (chaotropes)14–16. Thus, a direct connection between chaotropes

and kosmotropes on the one hand and protein structure denaturants and protein structure

protectants on the other hand can be drawn6,7. A well-established framework to qualita-

tively discuss the underlying mechanisms for denaturants and protectants was introduced by

the law of matching water affinities14–16. In this context, it was proposed that denaturants

directly interact with protein surfaces whereas protectants are located in the second and

third hydration shell. Thus, one can either observe a preferential binding mechanism for

denaturants or a preferential exclusion mechanism for protectants in agreement to the pref-

erential hydration model10,11. Indeed, this description has been often revealed as being too

general. In a recent publication17, it has been demonstrated that also the chemical properties

of the major solute impose a significant contribution to the resulting preferential binding or

preferential exclusion behavior. Hence, an a priori definition of chaotropic or kosmotropic

properties is questionable. The validity of this observation has also been verified for complex

co-solutes like ionic liquids that show a more subtle binding and exclusion mechanism18.

In terms of ectoine, numerical and experimental results clearly indicated hygroscopic and kos-

motropic properties19 and a preferential exclusion mechanism around antifreeze peptides20

and DPPC lipid bilayers21,22. Although a large number of studies focused on co-solutes

and protein interactions, the effect of compatible solutes on oligonucleotides has been only
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sparsely analyzed23. Present attempts mostly focus on technological aspects such as an en-

hancement of PCR reaction rates24.

In the present study, we use surface plasmon resonance (SPR), confocal Raman spectroscopy,

and density functional theory (DFT) in combination with molecular dynamics simulations to

analyze in detail the influence of ectoine on the local water shell, the secondary structure of

the protein G5P and on the binding of a single-strand binding protein (G5P) to immobilized

dT25 oligonucleotides at a high DNA surface coverage, which mimics the situation in cells,

where the concentration of biomolecules is high.

The manuscript is organized as follows. First, the experimental and computational details

are presented in section 2. In section 3, we focus on ectoine molecules and their influence on

the local water shell. Hereafter, we show surface plasmon resonance (SPR) data validating

the influence of ectoine on the binding behavior of gene-5-proteins (G5P) to immobilized

single-stranded DNA. Finally, we present Raman spectroscopy data from the amide I region

of G5P indicating the influence of ectoine on the secondary structure elements of the protein.

We briefly summarize and discuss the observed effects and the corresponding implications

in section 4.

Experimental and computational details

Materials

Ectoine with a purity higher than 99% was obtained from Bitop (Witten, Germany). HPLC

purified thiol-modified oligonucleotides (5′-HS-C6-dT25-3
′) were obtained from Thermo Fis-

cher Scientific (Ulm, Germany). Water for chromatography and D2O (99.96% for NMR)

were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). SPR gold-on-glass chips were obtained

from GE HealthCare (Munich, Germany). The protein G5P (Swissprot: P69544, 87 AA,

Mw 9688 Da) from bacteriophage M13 was expressed and purified as described in a recent

publication25. In agreement with a previous publication26, the G5P plasmid PET-30b was
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transformed into BL21:DE3 and grown on a 2YT agar plate with 50 µg/ml kanamycin (2

ml overnight culture was inoculated into 200 ml 2YT medium with 50 µg/ml kanamycin).

The protein was expressed with 1 mM IPTG at OD600 = 0.5 for 3 h. Cells were collected,

resuspended in a 5 ml buffer solution (1×PBS, 10 mM imidazol) and sonicated. Cell debris

was removed and the supernatant purified with 0.75 ml Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen, Hilden,

Germany). Resin was washed three times with 5 ml buffer solution (1×PBS, 20mM imida-

zole) and the protein was eluded with 5.1 ml buffer solution (1×PBS, 250 mM imidazole).

Eluate was concentrated with Amicon, 0.2 µm pore size, in ultra centrifugal devices (Merck

Chemicals, Schwalbach, Germany) and the buffer was changed to 1×PBS using NAP-25

columns (GE-Healthcare, Munich, Germany). The protein concentration was determined

with a BC-assay. For the Raman measurements, the protein was lyophilized from 1×PBS

buffer to obtain a protein concentration of 12.6 mg/ml (2×PBS).

Experimental Methods

Preparation and confocal Raman spectra measurements

The dT25 layer was formed by immersing gold chips for 120 mins in a 10 µM solution of

the oligonucleotides in 2×SSC followed by washing. Based on previous studies27, the surface

coverage of dT25 was estimated with σ ∼ 5×1012 molecules/cm2. The SPR experiments were

carried out at a flow rate of 10 µl/min using a Biacore T-100 instrument (Uppsala, Sweden).

The Raman spectra were obtained with a confocal Alpha300R instrument (WITec, Ulm,

Germany) with 488 nm excitation wavelength and 25 mW laserpower. The laser light was

focused on a drop (15 µl) of solution on high precision glass slide in high humidity atmosphere.

Ten spectra with 60 s accumulation time were averaged. Dry ectoine powder was placed in a

closed precision cuvette together with a separated drop of water nearby. The laser light was

focused onto the small amount of dry powder and the spectra were collected continuously

and averaged over a time interval of 10 s. In fact, the humidity within the cuvette increased

rapidly to a saturation value such that the hydration of ectoine was initiated.
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Surface plasmon resonance experiments and curve-fitting of the Amide I region

for Raman spectra

Surface plasmon resonance is a method allowing biomolecular interactions to be monitored

in real time under conditions of continuous flow over a sensor chip surface. The change in res-

onance angle (expressed in resonance units, RU) is proportional to the surface concentration

(mass per unit area) of adsorbed molecules. With regard to the binding of the gene-5-protein

to immobilized DNA strands, an experimental study28 established a conversion factor of 1.3

RU per 10−10 g/cm2 for biomolecules directly attached to a gold surface without a covering

dextran layer.

Raman spectroscopy is one of the most commonly used methods29–32 to extract informa-

tion about the secondary structure of proteins by analysis of the amide I band envelope at

1600-1700 cm−1. The amide I mode includes a carbonyl C=O stretching, with a small con-

tribution from C-N stretching and N-H bending mode. The Raman signature of the amide

group is extraordinarily sensitive to the polypeptide backbone conformation and provides

direct quantitative information about the secondary structure of proteins. Prior to a curve-

fitting procedure for the amide I region, the Raman spectra were treated as follows: i) the

spectra were smoothed by Savitzky-Golay algorithm; ii) the spectra were normalized using

the 1002 cm−1 line of phenylalanine, iii) the buffer/background spectrum was subtracted;

iv) the ectoine contribution was subtracted by using its characteristic band at 1141 cm−1; v)

a zero-base line was drawn from 1530 to 1700 cm−1, vi) the region between 1625 and 1700

cm−1 was normalized so that the sum of the intensity equals one. The actual curve-fitting

procedure was carried out using multiple linear regression and Gauss-Lorentz profiles pro-

vided by the program OMNIC (ThermoElectron Corp.). Two bands at about 1604 cm−1 and

1612 cm−1, stemming from ring modes of aromatic side chains were included in the amide

I bands during the curve fitting procedure since they were not baseline-separated from the

amide I feature.
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Theoretical Methods

Atomistic Molecular Dynamics simulations and DFT calculations

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the software package GROMACS

4.5.533,34. We considered zwitterionic ectoine molecules (Fig. 1) employing the force field

presented in Ref. 19 in combination with the SPC/E water model35.

H
+

−

Figure 1: Chemical structure of zwitterionic ectoine.

The system was simulated in a cubic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions

and initial dimensions of (2.36×2.36×2.36) nm3 in which 341 water and 12 ectoine molecules

were inserted which corresponds to a molar ectoine concentration of c = 1.64 mol/L. Elec-

trostatic interactions have been calculated by the Particle Mesh Ewald method36. The time

step was ∆t = 1 fs and the temperature was kept constant by a Nose-Hoover thermostat37

choosing a temperature of 300 K with a thermostat relaxation time of 0.5 ps. Furthermore

we used the Parrinello-Rahman barostat38 with a relaxation time of 1 ps to adjust a constant

pressure of 1 bar. All bonds have been constrained by the LINCS algorithm39. After energy

minimization, we conducted a constant pressure and constant temperature NpT equilibra-

tion run of 5 ns and a NpT production run of 100 ns.

Furthermore we conducted a simulation run of 5 ns in the NpT ensemble with only one

ectoine molecule and 618 water molecules. A snapshot of the system with a central water

molecule and 9 surrounding water molecules and a snapshot of bulk water with 11 wa-
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ter molecules were considered for the DFT calculations. The DFT calculations have been

carried out with the freely available quantum chemistry program ORCA 2.9.140,41. The pres-

ence of zwitterionic ectoine instead of the neutral counterpart was validated by a previous

publication19. We chose the gradient-corrected GGA BLYP functional42,43 with dispersion

corrections44–46 for all molecules and both systems with the def2-TZVPP basis set47 (system

I: ectoine + 9 water molecules and system II: 11 water molecules) and performed a SCF

geometry optimization. The corresponding geometry optimized snapshot for ectoine with

nine water molecules is shown in Fig. 2. The presence of a strong hydrogen bond netwerk

around the carboxylgroup of ectoine is evident. With regard to the experimental conditions

in absence of bulk water, it can be assumed that the hydration shell around molecules of the

ectoine powder closely resembles the snapshot, which justifies our approach. The Raman

spectra have been calculated with the method described in Ref.48.

*

*
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Figure 2: Snapshot of the geometry-optimized zwitterionic ectoine configuration with nine
water molecules. Oxygen atoms of the COO− group are marked with asterisks and form
hydrogen bonds with the water molecules 1 − 5. In addition, the water molecules 7 − 9
form hydrogen bonds with the protonated nitrogen atoms of the pyrimidin ring. Red broken
lines indicate hydrogen bonds with water molecules acting as donors whereas blue lines
indicate hydrogen bonds with water molecules as acceptors. Hydrogen bonds are defined by
a maximum acceptor-donor distance criterion of 0.35 nm and an angle of less than 35◦.
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Results

Properties of the first hydration shell around ectoine

Due to the high hygroscopicity of ectoine19, it is possible to observe the hydration shell

around single ectoine molecules by means of confocal Raman spectroscopy. The formation

of the hydration shell around individual ectoine molecules is indicated by the appearance of

water ν(O-H) modes. Thus, a stable water saturation state of ectoine can be observed in the

upper spectrum of Fig. 3. The results indicate a preponderant ν(O-H) mode at 3445 cm−1,

a band at 3290 cm−1 and a range of less intense modes in close vicinity.

Figure 3: Confocal Raman spectrum of a saturated ectoine hydration shell (upper spectrum)
due to an exposure of dry ectoine powder to water damp. DFT calculations of a Raman
spectrum for a zwitterionic ectoine molecule surrounded by nine water molecules (lower
spectrum).
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The formation of the hydration shell is concurred with a phase-change like disappearance

of the pair of the bands at 866 cm−1 and 780 cm−1 as given for the dry state. These bands

are due to a Fermi-resonance between the ν(C-COO−) mode at 853 cm−1 and a combina-

tion band involving COO−(489 cm−1) and ring (359 cm−1) deformation modes. Upon the

hydration the resonance is lifted and the strong band at 853 cm−1characteristic for ectoine-

water interactions appears. Noteworthy, the drying of ectoine at 95 ◦C temperatures exactly

reverses this result such that the Fermi-resonance modes reappear and the ν(C-COO−) mode

vanishes. The experimentally observed bands at 3104 cm−1 and 3194 cm−1 were identified

as intramolecular ectoine modes ν(N-H) by comparing the results between D2O and H2O.

Due to the change in the reduced mass for D2O, an identical behavior was observed under

consideration of the frequency shift to the region around 2500 cm−1 (data not shown). The

presence of the ν(N-H) mode can be also validated by the peak at 3177 cm−1 in the DFT

calculations (lower spectrum shown in Fig. 3).

Further comparison with the calculated DFT Raman spectrum also reveals a significant peak

at 3486 cm−1 corresponding to the experimentally observed intensity at 3445 cm−1, which

can be attributed to the strong binding of up to 5 H2O molecules at the axially positioned

COO− group of ectoine (Fig. 2) in agreement with previous results of molecular dynamics

simulations19. The presence of an axial carboxyl group conformation as calculated by the

geometry optimization in the DFT calculations is also validated by crystal structure mea-

surements and conformations obtained by NMR analysis and MP2 calculations of ectoine

in solution19,49. Most importantly, the presence of the COO− group strongly influences the

surrounding water molecules19. Hence, a highly stable hydration shell around ectoine can

be assumed. Most of the observed effects can be attributed to direct interactions between

ectoine and water molecules, which become of specific importance at high molar ectoine con-

centrations. With regard to the 1.64 molar aqueous ectoine solution, our molecular dynamics

(MD) simulation results reveal that nearly 80% of all water molecules are located within the

first and the second hydration shell.
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For the study of the hydration shell properties, the lifetime of hydrogen bonds can be cal-

culated by the autocorrelation function50

CHB(t) =
⟨si(t0)si(t)⟩
⟨s2i (t0)⟩

(1)

with si(t) = (0, 1) for a specific hydrogen bond i at time t where si = 1 denotes the existence

of a hydrogen bond within a maximum donor-acceptor distance of 0.35 nm and an angle of

35◦. The hydrogen bond forward lifetime τHB can then be calculated by

⟨τHB⟩ =
∫ ∞

0

CHB(t)dt (2)

which is related to

∆F † ∼ log(τHB/kBT ) (3)

where kBT is the thermal energy and ∆F † can be interpreted as the activation energy to

break an arbitrarily chosen hydrogen bond17,51. The corresponding MD results for a 1.64

molar ectoine solution reveal an average number of NHB = 6.1 ± 0.1 hydrogen bonds be-

tween ectoine and water molecules. The forward life time of the ectoine-water hydrogen

bonds is given by ⟨τHB⟩ ≈ 10.6 ps which is a factor of 2.7 higher than hydrogen bonds be-

tween water molecules in pure water with ⟨τHB⟩ ≈ 3.9 ps. Interestingly, the hydrogen bonds

between water molecules in aqueous ectoine solution also have a longer forward life with

⟨τHB⟩ ≈ 5.6 ps when compared to pure water. These results indicate a strengthening of hy-

drogen bonds between water molecules in presence of ectoine which is in good agreement with

previous findings17. The corresponding order in the activation energies ∆F † for the hydro-

gen bonds is therefore given by ∆F †(ectoine-water)> ∆F †(water(ectoine)-water(ectoine))

> ∆F †(water(pure)-water(pure)).

Of particular importance in terms of the electrostatic properties of the solution are the

molecular dipolar relaxation times and the values for the water dielectric constant. The
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autocorrelation time for the dipolar orientation vector µ⃗ can be calculated by

< µ⃗(t)µ⃗(t0) >∼ exp(−t/τ)β. (4)

with the stretching exponent β 17,52. The integration of Eqn. 4 yields

⟨τ⟩ =
∫ ∞

0

dt exp(−t/τ)β =
τ

β
Γ

(
1

β

)
(5)

where ⟨τ⟩ is the mean relaxation time with the gamma function Γ(...)17,19. The resulting

values for the dipolar relaxation times averaged over all water molecules are given by ⟨τ⟩ ≈

8.9 ps (1.64 molar ectoine solution) and ⟨τ⟩ ≈ 4.6 ps (pure water). The significant differences

in the decay of the dipolar vector autocorrelation function (ACF) can be also seen in Fig. 4.

Hence, with regard to the results discussed above, it can be clearly seen that the rotational

behavior of water is slower in presence of ectoine, which corresponds to the fact that ectoine

is a kosmotropic co-solute.

The strong influence on the dipolar relaxation times is also reflected by the value of the

water dielectric constant which can be calculated by

ϵ = 1 +
4π

3

⟨M⃗2
tot⟩

V kBT
(6)

where ⟨M⃗2
tot⟩ denotes the squared net total dipole moment of water molecules in the simula-

tion box with volume V and thermal energy kBT
53.

The corresponding results for the dielectric constant are given by ϵ = 53.5±0.1 for water

in presence of ectoine and ϵ = 70.5± 0.2 for pure water. Thus, the presence of ectoine leads

to a significant decrease of the water dielectric constant. Furthermore, it has to be noted

that the dielectric constant of the solution (ectoine and water) is given by ϵ = 89.7 ± 0.6.

All values are summarized in Tab. 1.
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Figure 4: Autocorrelation function for the dipole orientation vector of water molecules in
presence (blue line) and in absence of ectoine (red line).

Table 1: Simulation results for pure water and water in a 1.64 molar aqueous ectoine solution.

Pure water Water with ectoine (c = 1.64) mol/L

Forward life times ⟨τHB⟩ [ps] ≈ 3.9 ≈ 5.6

Dipolar relaxation times ⟨τ⟩ [ps] ≈ 4.6 ≈ 8.9

Water dielectric constant ϵ 70.5± 0.2 53.5± 0.1

Influence of ectoine on the binding behavior of protein G5P to

DNA oligonucleotides

Amount of bound protein to DNA: Surface plasmon resonance data

With regard to the previous findings, which indicate a variation of the electrostatic proper-

ties of the solution in presence of the co-solute, it can be assumed that ectoine also has an

influence on the binding of the protein G5P to highly charged immobilized single-stranded

oligonucleotides (dT25) in terms of an indirect mechanism. The G5P-DNA binding reaction

is of fundamental importance in biology and biotechnology and is involved in a variety of

important cellular processes such as DNA replication. We will discuss the binding of the

gene-5-protein to the nucleotide strand in terms of surface plasmon resonance data. G5P

is a small (87 amino acids with known sequence54), well-studied dimeric protein that binds
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with two units to two separate single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) regions without significant

sequence dependence. The resulting complex with ssDNA was previously examined by elec-

tron microscopy55, circular dichroism56 and Raman spectroscopy57.

In Fig. 5, we present SPR data concerning the influence of ectoine on the binding of G5P

molecules to immobilized single-stranded DNA (dT25).

Figure 5: SPR data concerning the interaction of G5P with immobilized ssDNA (dT25) in
the absence and in the presence of ectoine. The surface was first exposed to ectoine alone in
1×PBS and then to ectoine with 10 µM G5P in 1×PBS solution. The sensogram for 0.01
molar ectoine concentration is omitted for reasons of clarity. The flow rate was 10 µl/min.
Inset: The corresponding amount of bound G5P in RU units and the dissociation constant
Koff of G5P-dT25.

The sensogram without ectoine in solution demonstrates the high affinity of G5P for

ssDNA. The amount of bound G5P corrected for the bulk contribution is determined as

2702 RU (green line in Fig. 5), corresponding to an average number of 3.5 G5P molecules

which are directly interacting with each immobilized dT25 oligonucleotide. This value can be

compared to the expected one G5P molecule per four nucleotides which has been reported

in Ref. 58 for mobile ssDNA in solution. The presence of a 1 molar ectoine solution strongly

reduces the amount of bound G5P to about one third of the value obtained in the absence

of ectoine. Interestingly, for concentrations below 0.2 mol/L, ectoine induces only a small

decrease (about 10%) in the number of G5P-DNA complexes as can be seen in the inset of

Fig. 5. Only a small change in the stability of the protein-DNA complex in this concentration
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range is observed. This is also reflected by comparable values of the dissociation constant

Koff for these concentrations as calculated by simple exponential decay kinetics. Indeed, the

dissociation constant increases by a factor of 2.7 for a 1 molar ectoine solution when com-

pared to pure water which indicate a destabilization of the G5P-DNA complex. Thus, it can

be safely assumed that the interaction mechanism between ectoine and biomolecules strongly

depends on the concentration in agreement with previous results for other co-solutes6 as well

as ectoine17,22,23,59.

Finally, we studied the effects of ectoine on the G5P secondary structure by Raman spec-

troscopy. Fig. 6 presents the Raman spectra of G5P protein (12.6 mg/ml in 2×PBS) , ectoine

(1 mol/L in water) and pure water which allows us to distinguish between the different con-

tributions. As a prerequisite, the ectoine contribution was subtracted from the G5P data by

using its characteristic band at 1141 cm−1. The validity of this procedure was also checked

by using other bands of ectoine, e. g., ν(C-COO−) at 850 cm−1 and δ(C-COO−) at 595

cm−1.

In Fig. 7 we present the final amide I band region for G5P in absence and in presence

of a 1 molar aqueous ectoine solution after the subtraction of the solvent and the co-solute

contributions as described above.

The band fitting procedure, as described in the previous section, revealed two major

components at 1670 cm−1 and 1654 cm−1 and two shoulder bands at 1687 cm−1 and 1635

cm−1. The band at 1670 cm−1 is a marker band for β-sheet conformation and the band

at 1654 cm−1 is characteristic for alpha-helical peptide bonds29–32. The differences in the

peaks in terms of the absolute values for a system with ectoine and without ectoine are

significant. For G5P in absence of ectoine in solution, the fit indicates that the protein’s

secondary structure is composed of 59% β-sheets and 25% α-helices. This finding is in very

good agreement with the results of a previous Raman spectroscopy study of G5P57 where

the corresponding values were 52% β-sheets and 19% α-helices, respectively.

However, a significant change can be observed in presence of ectoine (Fig. 7, upper spectrum).
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Figure 6: Raman spectra of G5P protein (12.6 mg/ml in 2×PBS) after subtraction of the
solvent contribution, aqueous ectoine (1 mol/L in water) after subtraction of the water
contribution and pure water.
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Figure 7: Raman spectra in the amide I region for the G5P protein in the absence (lower
spectrum) and in the presence of a 1 molar ectoine solution (upper spectrum). The spectra
were processed and fitted according to the procedure described in the experimental part.
The residual of the fit is also shown (thin line below the spectra). The β-sheet and α-helix
contribution are observed at 1670 cm−1 and 1654 cm−1, respectively.
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The contribution related to β-sheets thereby decreases to about 39%, and the contribution

from α-helix elements increases to 33%. Thus, at 1 molar ectoine concentration, there is

quite a significant change in the protein conformation that we tentatively suggest to be

responsible for the decay of the protein’s bioactivity as it was also found for the dissociation

constant Koff (Fig. 5). All results are summarized in Tab. 2 and shown in Fig. 8.

Table 2: Percentages of secondary structure elements of G5P determined by curve fitting of
the amide I bands in absence of ectoine (G5P) and in presence of a 1 molar aqueous ectoine
solution (G5P+Ectoine).

Structure element Position [cm−1] Percentage [%]

G5P

β-turn 1687 10

β-sheet 1670 59

α-helix 1654 25

undefined 1635 6

G5P+Ectoine

β-turn 1684 20

β-sheet 1670 39

α-helix 1656 33

undefined 1633 8

Discussion and Conclusion

We have studied the influence of ectoine on its local hydration shell and on the binding

of gene-5-proteins to oligonucleotide strands. Our results reveal a strong change in the

electrostatic properties of the solution, which might have important consequences for the

binding of G5P to the nucleotides. Our SPR data indicate a strong variation of the G5P-

DNA dissociation constant in presence of high molar ectoine concentrations. In addition, a

significant change of the protein conformation in terms of secondary structure elements in

presence of ectoine has been found.

Two explanations can be suggested, one from the DNA side and the other from the protein
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Figure 8: Percentages of secondary structure elements of G5P determined by curve fitting
of the amide I bands in absence of ectoine (G5P, red bars) and in presence of a 1 molar
aqueous ectoine solution (G5P+Ectoine, blue bars).

side. It is known from a 23Na NMR study60 that zwitterionic compatible solutes decrease

the amount of sodium ions in the vicinity of DNA, an effect which inevitably exerts an

influence on DNA bioactivity. This explanation is in agreement with the observed residual

value of 538 RU after exposure of ssDNA to 1 molar ectoine solution without G5P followed

by washing (left part of the sensogram in Fig. 5). The response value implies an average

number of about two ectoine molecules which are interacting, presumable electrostatically

in addition to dispersion interactions, with a single nucleotide of the immobilized ssDNA.

This effect becomes also reasonable with regard to the zwitterionic and bulky properties of

ectoine and due to the result of a previous study19, where it has been reported that ectoine

molecules mainly interact electrostatically with DPPC lipid bilayers.

In addition, it has to be noted that the presence of ectoine strongly changes the electrostatic

properties of the solution as it has been validated by the Molecular Dynamics simulation

results. The importance of electrostatic interaction for proteins has also been recognized

previously61,62. This might have some consequences for the binding of the protein to DNA.

In fact, structural studies of G5P58,63 indicated the presence of highly charged regions which

are of specific importance for the binding to DNA. Recent results also indicated a strong

decrease of the dielectric constant of water in confined geometries, at interfaces and in

19



electrolyte solutions? ? ? . Therefore, it can be assumed that all contributions in addition

to the presence of ectoine might have important consequences for the binding behavior.

Furthermore, also the changed conformations of G5P might affect the binding properties.

Moreover, it can be assumed that ectoine molecules cover the solvent accessible surface area

of the DNA in a distance of around 0.5 nm, as it has been found for DPPC lipid bilayers19.

This behavior might also drastically diminish the free surface area for the interacting protein.

Nevertheless, based on our findings, we assume that the change of the solution properties

as induced by ectoine plays the major role in the G5P-DNA binding behavior. The detailed

reasons will be studied in the future. We greatly acknowledge the financial support of

the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) through the projects (STU 245/4-1) and (BI

536/3-1) and through the cluster of excellence initiative Simulation Technology (EXC 310)

and the SFB 716. We are also thankful for the helpful discussions with Pavel Jungwirth and

Nico van der Vegt.
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